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Abstract.

We present a Markovian Random Field modeling for thematic knowledge extraction in text. An analogy is made

between a flow of thematic investigations/textual fragments matching and statistical mechanics systems. The

Markovian Field Knowledge Extraction machine (MAFKE) that we propose is based on a dynamical interaction between

thematic queries and fragments composing a text. The representation of the textual knowledge system is submitted to

state variations emerging from the flow of thematic queries. The MAFKE machine tries to satisfy the user thematic

queries by changing the set of Units of Information (UNIFs) contained in a fragment. This change is computed with

respect to the input thematic queries. Hence, MAFKE machine transists from one configuration state to another by

changing the threshold assigned to the pertinency of UNIFs. For each state, a certain degradation of the system which

depends on the thematic query index and this threshold is considered. The equivalence concept between an MRF and the

Gibbs distribution (Max entropy) enables us to consider the energy and potential functions of this physical system. We

use simulated annealing algorithm to isolate low energy states: this corresponds to the best (in some sense) knowledge

extraction from the text that satisfies the user investigation. During the evolution towards these lower energy states, a

fragment classifier emerges: the Markovian Random Field machine behaves as a classifier.

Index terms: Knowledge Extraction System (KES), Filtering, Markov Random Field, Gibbs Distribution,

Knowledge System Degradation (KSD), Annealing, Classifier, Text Analysis, Informational Retrieval.
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1. Introduction

Computer information management is confronted to data processing that comes more and more

in the form of natural language text. And because this type of data is often very large, constantly

growing and inquired in many ways, very little preprocessing (indexing, mark up, etc.) is

possible. Hence, exploring, retrieving, analysing pertinent information becomes more and more

difficult. Technical literature, be it from the point of view of an information retrieval [Salton et al.,

1994 ; Burr, 1987] or contents analysis [Delany et al., 1993] shows that it has become urgent to

develop tools to assist the creative exploration of  large textual data banks. But one of the constraint

on these tools is that they must respect the dynamicity (interaction with the user ) and the plasticity

(constant modification and proliferation) of a textual corpus .

From a methodological point of view, the intelligent processing of information in such a context

encounters an epistemological problem. Indeed, one has difficulty with the AI postulate that calls

upon knowledge representation for intelligent information processing. It is said that it is through

this knowledgebe which can be either structural (syntactic, semantic, inferential, etc.) or  

encyclopaedic (objects, relations, events, situations, etc.) that an AI system could for istance,

answer questions, retrieve pertinent sections, navigate in the text if not analyze and even

"understand" it. Many researches have indeed shown that with a good knowledge base, there exist

systems that can realize these types of tasks [Schank et al., 1994 ; Sowa, 1991 ; Recoczei et al.,

1988 ; Jacobs et al., 1988 ; Moulin et al., 1990 ; Zari, 1990 ; Salton et al., 1994 ; Sabbah, 1989].

But it should be noted that these systems are often successful because they operate on familiar,

relatively small, domain specific and well known texts.  

In the situation of huge textual corpora where a processing system possesses only general

structural kowledge, it becomes difficult to give before hand  this system a pertinent and rich

encyclopaedic knowledge. Indeed, how can one put in the knowledge base the new and specific

knowledge that normally comes out of reading the text itself. One is placed here in the similar

situation of the classical frame problem of AI.

In traditional AI expert systems, part of this question relates to the knowledge acquisition

problem. In the design of these systems, the acquisition is done through some cognitive inquiry

(protocol analysis) with the expert. But in a textual horizon, the expert knowledge is to be acquired

through the processing of the text itself. The expert knowledge is in the text. So, how then is it

possible to extract with a computer this knowledge from the text ? extraction that could then be

used to built an eventual encyclopaedic knowledge base on specific themes.

Various mathematical models have been offered to deal with this problem. The more classical

ones where inspired by various statistical  pattern recognition or classicifation approaches such  as

clustering [Croft, 1980 ; Diday, 1987], component and factorial analysis etc., [Lebart et al., 1994 ;

Cheeseman et al., 1988]. The problem with these models is their lack of sensiblity to the
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dynamicity and plasticity of the inquiring situation. Computations has to be done anew for each

modification of the data and for practically each type of request. Other, more recent models are

inspired from neural networks such as the auto associative non supervised ones [Kohonen, 1982].

Although these models are sensitive to some aspect to dynamicity only but a few [Grossberg et al.,

1987] present the plasticity required. Besides, hidden Markov models have been proposed, they

revealed some auto-organization capabilities in a textual environement, however, the spatial

intereaction inherent to these models is not very rich.

In this paper, we will explore a mathematical model that seems well fitted to the dynamicity and

plasticity of the situation. More so, it seems also fitted to the incremental and interactive extraction

of knowledge in a large textual corpus. We shall apply it to the specific problem of thematic

analysis in text. Thematic analysis is  a special knowledge extraction process. It starts by a  first

simple natural language request on the text. The request then is slowly modified by ajusting itself

to the retrievied answers and develops into a full blown content analysis around some set of

specific concepts that builds a theme. We propose to see the thematic inquiry as a dynamic and

plastic interaction of a user with the corpus and to model it though the Markovian Random Field

mathematical theory.

2. A dynamic and flexible knowledge acquisition system

The Markovian Field Knowledge Extraction machine (MAFKE) is an open architecture and a

dynamical and flexible (plasticity) system.

(i) It is an open system because the objects that are the input of the machine are composed of

 entities (atoms) that can be of various semiotic types.

We call these latter entities UNITS of INFORMATION (UNIFs) [Meunier et al., 1993]. They can be

linguistic units (words uniterm, complex terms lemmatized, whole sentence, etc.) or they can be

some specific constituants of visual objects (such as pixels, measured by the grey level intensity, etc.)

or physical signals (curves characterized by their frequencies, their amplitudes, etc.), a patient in a

medical file (charaterized by the symptoms associated to classes of diseases) and iconic objects (such

as a file icon, an application icon, etc.). Each UNIF is identified by some (manual or automatic)

processes. In the following application the UNIFs will be defined as the set of linguistic word

sequences of a text. All corpus fragments are built from such units of information. In other words, a

fragment is a part of text and includes an arbitrary number of such units of information. For

simplicity reasons, we shall write "unifs" instead of "UNIFs".
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(ii) The system  is said to be dynamical because of the constant interactivity between the user and the

 machine.

This is mathematically modelled by the mutual influence between a filtering process and an

inquiring process that constantly modifies the states of the machine.

(iii) The system it is said to be flexible or plastic because it is not constrained by the length, the

 number and the types of input. This means that it can deal with corpora that are in constant

 modification.

2.1. The general schema of MAFKE

The essential characteristics of the MAFKE model is that it imposes a dynamical transformation

of the state of the information. This transformation is obtained through a series of operations.

Firstly, when a query is presented, it imposes a process that in turn, selects the set of unifs of a

fragment that are the objects of the thematic inquiry. Secondly, it modifies through a series of

proximity measure based on the density (with respect to the unifs) of each fragment of the corpus.

Thirdly, it modifies through some similarity measure the clustering of the fragments and defines

some subclusters on them (cliques). Fourthly, it enters in an interactive modification of the state of

information through a series of queries the user will impose on the corpus. Each time, some

parameters are modified and therefore, the configuration of the information in the data base of the

system is in a constant mutation. This process is reiterated in a dynamical fashion and is modelized

through the Markovian random field theory. This is done until a certain stability is attained.

2.2. Description of the different MAFKE components

We shall now present in a more formal way the MAFKE system.

2.2.1. The knowledge fund

In our approach, the knowledge fund is a full text written in natural language. This constitutes the

original text. It is in a constant augmentation as the corpus is processed. This original text is

subdivided into fragments. A Fragment is it self composed of many words (or unifs), and  each unifs

can be of any length and of various types. In our application, the unifs are either words, phrases, or

even full sentences or a paragraph. For example, here is a set of two fragments containing all three

sequences of unifs which are sentences:
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Fragment 1

Unif 1 : Children  in certain  countries do not have  the same rights  as adults have.

Unif 2: In these countries, adults  have indeed privileges than children  don't  have.

Unif 3: Often men are  not always aware of the power they have over children.

Fragment 2

Unif 1:  In many third world  countries, poverty often  hits the  children more than the adults.

Unif 2:  They are often left to themself, either for food or shelters.

Unif 3:  The Unesco institution has a mission towards these children.

 

2.2.2. The thematic inquiry

A thematic inquiry is a contents research done on the corpus from a specific theme or set of

concepts. This theme is expressed in natural language sentence query (affirmative or interrogative).

Often this query is expressed as a single unif but it may also contains more than one. For instance, in

our example one could have a research done of the theme of children rights. It could be expressed

as:" What are the right of children in the various countries of the world? "

Here one could be looking in the text for the various statements that relate to this theme. The set of

statement found will constitute the conceptual network of the theme under inquiry. In our model, we

shall consider a query as a search for the presence or absence of hypothetical fragment in the

knowedge fund.

2.2.3.. The MAFKE filtering operations

A filtering based on three operations is executed in the MAFKE machine: the reduction operation

f1, the weighting f2 and the selection f3.

2.2.3.1. The reduction operation

It is a lexical discrimination applied in each fragment of the corpus. Using a dictionary, this

operation eliminates a certain number of uniterms or complex words. Some sentences (unifs) which

are not pertinent (in some sense) are also eliminated in this step. To apply this discrimination between

unifs (smaller or larger), some techniques may exist in the literature, however, this remains an other

interesting part of research which is not our objective at the present time.
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2.2.3.2. The weighting operation

The first step consists to compute weights associated to the remaining atomic objects which are the

uniterms and complex words. Several methods based on frequencies distribution exist [Salton,

1989]. Some of them construct a pertinency function based on the proximity between the statistical

model (frequency, standard deviation, etc.) and the multinomial theoretical model. Hence, a weight

proportional to this model proximity is assigned to each uniterm or complex term: it is the first

weighting operation. The second step is to induce the previous weighting process to a whole sentence

which is considered as an original unif. Hence, we have applied two operations: a condensation and

the second weighting operation. Finally, one obtains a set of original unifs with their corresponding

weights pi in each fragment.

2.2.3.3. The selection operation

This last step represents a part of the dynamicity and plasticity of the MAFKE machine. Indeed,

among the original unifs existing in each fragment, we select the unifs whose weights belong to the

interval [ζ ..ζ+h] where ζ is a real variable representing a weight threshold called also a pertinency

threshold and h is the length of the interval. Finally, one obtains a subset of the original unifs

(sentences) with their corresponding weights. These unifs are those which are in "direct" interaction

with the inquirer.

We shall present here in a graphical manner the preceding operations.
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Fig. 1. A dynamic view of a Knowledge Extraction system.

 In this global view, the MAFKE machine is a very interactive system. So much, so that it is not the

investigator who at first modifies his queries from answers provided by the machine but on the

contrary: it is the system that first modifies the state of information configuration in order to answer to

the thematic queries of the investigator. In other words, it is the system that transforms the states of

the information data in order to satify the interrogator. Through time, a learning processs develops1.

The interrogator passes from a "naive" state to a "learned" state. He acquires more and more

knowledge of what is in the fund.

                                                
1 Other approachs to machine learning system have been conceptualized, see for example [Mitchell et al., 1986].
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2.2.4. A morpho-syntactic distance and the compactness analysis

After having produced a set of fragment with a selected set of unifs, the MAFKE machine

now starts operating on the unifs of the fragment. It will try to measure the proximity between the

unifs in a fragment (containing the query considered as a hypothetic unif). More precisely, it tries to

see how close or distant they are from each other. This is done by the comparison of certain linguistic

features of the unifs. Although not all models of Knowledge Extraction believes in the effectiveness

of linguistic analysis [Salton, 1989], we think that some morpho-syntactic analysis is pertinent in a

dynamical system of Knowledge Extraction. The summarized approach that we present here is based

on a paper of Pêcheux [23]. Pêcheux has defined a numerical strategy for calculating the distance

between two word sequences based on a proximity of their various morphological forms of words.

We shall apply this idea to evaluate the distance between a query and a unif that so far are considered

both as two sentences2. This proximity measure between a query and a unif is based on a cost

function associated to part of speech of each word composing a sentence and to a series of "edition"

operations. This explains why we call this measure a morpho-syntactic distance. The elementary

"edition" operations are: deletion, substitution and insertion of a character in a word. These

operations are defined on a vocabulary V. For each elementary operation s, a positive number  γ(s)

representing a cost associated to this opeartion is computed.

    Example:

Query: "what are the right of children in the various countries of the world ?"

Unif 1: "children in certain countries do not have the same right as adults have."

Unif 2: "in these countries, adults have indeed privileges than children don't have."

Using this distance, the result will be "the unif 1 is closer than the unif 2 to the query".

2.2.4.1. The edition distance between two words U and V

Definition 2.2.4.1.1. The "edition" distance between a couple of words (U,V)∈ V* (free monoid

generated by the vocabulary set V) is defined as:

 γ*(U,V) =   Min
s ∈∆

γ(s) ,

where ∆ is the set of elementary operation series which transform the word U into the word V,

(example: loved --->  love). The proximity measure γ * is a distance in the topological sense.
                                                
2 The choice of a sentence as a particular case is not a constraint inherent to the method.
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2.2.4.2. A distance between two sentences P and Τ
We now can measure the distance between two sentences (or unifs). The similarity between

sentences uses two different costs, the first one is based on weights given to parts of speech assigned

to words and the second one is based on the words themselves composing the sentences.

Let P =  p1/r1  p2/r2 ... pk/rk ... pn/rn and  Τ = q1/t1 q2/t2 ... qk/tk ... qm/tm, two sentences

constituted of two series of canonical words p (n words) and q (m words), (ri), (i = 1,n) and tj

(j = 1,m) are their parts of speech provided by a lemmatizer.

Definition 2 .2 .4 .2 .1 .  The distance between two sentences P and Τ is a mapping from the

cartesian product (S*S) (S: sentences space) to positive real numbers set (IR+) and it is given by:

I(P,Q) = γ*(P,Q)

N
 ,

where N is a normalizing factor dealing with the parts of speech, it is defined as:

N = Cd,i (rk ) +
k=1

k=n

∑ Cd,i (tk ) ,

k=1

k=m

∑

and Cd,i is the cost assigned to deletion and insertion elementary operations applied to the parts of

speech. For more information about this morpho-syntactic distance, see [25]. In summary, this

whole operation gives a proximity between two sentences. Thus, we have a distance between unifs

contained in a fragment. An internal representation module can transform an inquiry into a standard

form when it is necessary. This is very useful when one has to compute the proximity measure

between a paraphrased query and a unif. The same remark can be stated in the case of an elliptic

situation.

3. The neighborhood knowledge system

The MAFKE machine has measured the distance between unifs in each fragment. Now, it will

measure the proximity between fragments in the corpus. This proximity defines a neighborhood

system in the knowledge fund.
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3.1. The neighborhood system between textual fragments

In our approach, the configurations of the information in the knowledge fund is seen as a set of

fragments forming a neighborhood system based on a certain similarity between them. This similarity

is measured through some type of proximity. The neighborhood system is inherent to the use of a

Markovian Random Field process.

In more formal terms, a neighborhood system can be defined in the following manner.

Definition 3 .1 .1 .  Let J = {f1, f2,..., fk} be a set of fragments (vertices in a graph),

V = {Vf, f ∈  J} is called a neighborhood system for J if it is a subset of J such that:

f i ∉ Vf
i

f i ∈ Vf
k

⇔ f k ∈ Vf
i






 .

The doublet (J,V) is a hypergraph of order k = card(J) where a hyperedge is composed of all

fragments which are neighbors according to some sense.

Before constructing the neighbors set, we use a proximity measure between two fragments called

"the Mean distance" which is very useful when the distance is not Euclidean, it is introduced in the

following definition:

Definition 3.1.2. If I is the morpho-syntactic distance between two unifs, then a "Mean distance"

between two fragments can be given as:

dM(fragment u,  fragment v) =  
1

Pfragment u.  Pfragment v
I (unif i ,  unif j) ,

j
∑

i
∑

where "M" stands for the "Mean" and the couple (unif i,unif j) belongs to the cartesian product

({fragment u} * {fragment v}). The values Pfragment u and Pfragment v are the global weights

associated to each fragment. They can be written as:

Pfragment u = Punif i .χfragment u (unif i)

i
∑

Pfragment v = Punif j.χfragment v(unif j)

j
∑











  ,

where  χ is the characteristic function defined as:
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χfragment u(unif v) =  
 1  if unif v ∈  fragment u

 0 otherwise




  .

One can find other types of nonEuclidean distances between two groups of objects in the Cluster

Analysis community [Anderberg, 1973 ; Lebart et al., 1994]. The neighborhood system is based on a

proximity measure between objects of the same type. That is to say, the proximity measure dM is

applied with respect to the sets of unifs contained in two neighbor fragments. The neighborhood

system can be written as:

V(α) fragment i = {fragment j ; dM(fragment i , fragment j ) ≤ α,
α > 0 is a neighborhood threshold}.

Very often, when we want to identify some differences between groups, one expresses a degree of

discrimination between these groups by using the inertia concept (variance within and between

fragments). As outlined previously, this is possible when we are in presence of an Euclidean distance

as it is the case for example when one projects the fragments space into the vectorial weights space

[Salton et al., 1994], i.e., a fragment is replaced by the weights assigned to its unifs. However, we

believe that the unifs space is not necessarily Euclidean, this is the reason why we adopt "the distance

of the mean" between two fragments as a base of the neighboring system construction.

Definition 3 .1 .3 .  For a fixed value of α , V(α) fragment i is called a neighborhood configuration

associated to fragment i.

In summary, this operation allows the MAFKE machine to form clusters of fragments that have some

type of similarity among them.

Definition 3 .1 .4 .  A subset C √ J is  called a clique of fragments if every pair of distinct

fragments in C are neighbors. With respect to graph theory, the clique order here is equal 2.

This latter concept enables the MAFKE machine to extract a special subcluster, called cliques. These

cliques aims to identify more closely related fragments in a particular neighborhood configuration.

3.2. The thematic inquiry / fragment matching

3.2.1. The thematic query projection
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As outlined above, a thematic query can be interpreted as an investigation to compare a

hypothetical fragment with the set of fragments present in the knowledge system. If so, then one can

apply the preceding proximity measure between the thematic query and a fragment. However, the

structural nature of a thematic query is more akin to the one of a unif than to the one of a fragment. In

other words a thematif query can be considered as a particular unif. We project the thematic query τ in
the set F of unifs associated to each fragment (Fig 2a). Then, we compute the compactness and

standard deviation parameters associated to the set F u τ. Hence, depending on the values of a

function based on compactness and standard deviation parameters, one can  induce a proximity

measure between a thematic inquiry and a fragment. Thus, this proximity measure gathers the

fragments in different groups (neighboring configurations). However, the MAFKE objective is to

match the thematic inquiry with each group of fragments (see Fig2b) and extract different cliques

from this group.

thematic inquiry 1
thematic inquiry  2

thematic inquiry 1
thematic inquiry  2

Fig. 2a. Fragments containing unifs.           Fig. 2b. Neighborhood configurations between fragments.

3.2.2. The fragment compactness variability and the user decision

In order to extract the knowledge that may satisfy the interrogator investigations, the MAFKE

machine in response to a user thematic query proposes at the begining of the investigation the

fragments with low compactness (density). However, as the number of queries / answers between

the user and the machine increases and reachs an ideasyncratic beta point (see figure 3a), the chance

of selecting by the machine fragments with high compactness will increase. In other words, the

machine gets more and more informations about the investigations undertaken by the user. The

information precision depends on the quality of the Markovian Random field model supporting the

machine. Thus, at the end of the queries / answers flow, the MAFKE machine may focus on the

interrogator desired knowledge. Formally, this can be described by the following definitions:
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Definition 3.2.2.1. The degree of extracting fragments responding to a thematic query execution

is represented by a positive real function value called: the query / fragment "matching".

Definition 3.2.2.2. The matching function is a mapping Mf,τ from F*{τ}to positive real numbers

with the following analytical structure:

          F *  {τ}                    
M

f,τ
 →           IR+

(unif1,unif2,...,unif n ;  τ) 
M

f,τ
 →  Mf,τ (NBIT, If ) = (σf (I) . If − NBITβ)2

2a2 +
(NBIT + If

β)2

2b2  ,

where If  and σf (I) are respectively defined as:

If =

wk,j

j=(k+1)

 j=(n+1)

∑
k=1

k=(n+1)

∑ Ik, j

  2

n +1






   ;    σf (I) =

wk,j

j=(k+1)

j=(n+1)

∑
k=1

k=(n+1) 

∑ (Ik, j − If )2

  2

n +1




























1

2

  .

The set F √ G corresponds to the n unifs contained in a fragment, the term (n+1) comes from the

fact that we project the query into the fragment of n unifs, τ is the thematic query. The parameter

"NBIT" is the number of iterations (an iteration is a couple (query index, threshold value ζ i)), wk,j 3

are weights associated to each couple of unifs and they are supposed to be equal, I is the morpho-

syntactic distance between unifs. The matching function surface (figure 3a) can be approximated by

an elliptic paraboloid.

                                                
3 Different weights can be assigned to distinguish between the morpho-syntactic connection strengths of couples of
 unifs.
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Mf ,τ

Ι

ΝΒΙΤ

ideosyncratic  
point

I

NBITβ

f
β

β 

Fig. 3a. The query-fragments matching function in 3D.

The β point corresponds to the user decision time to focus on compact fragments (small means and

standard deviations) extracted from the knowledge fund. The figure 3b shows the evolution of a

series of fragments that can be also decided by a user.

Ideosyncratic    pointβ

Fig. 3b. The vertical bar represents a "focalization point" on fragments decided by the inquirer.
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4. The Markov Random Field concept in a KES

4.1. The thematic query / fragment MRF

It seems much more consistent to study the query / fragment matching not in all the knowledge

fund but only among a packet of fragments which are neighbors (according to the sense defined in

section 3). For example, instead of covering all the fragments representing the knowledge fund which

is useless and much more expensive in cpu time, one has to cover only some particular set of

neighboring fragments.

Definition 4.1.1.  The query / fragment matching Mf,τ is a stochastic function and it is considered

as a Markov Random field Xf,τ with respect to V.

Let X = {Xf, f ∈  J} denote any family of random variables indexed by J (set of fragments

contained in the corpus). Let Ù be the set of all possible configurations:
Ù = {ω = (xf1,xf2,...,xfk)}, fi ∈  J and i ∈ [1..k]. If one abbreviates {Xf1= xf1,...,Xfk = xfk} as

{X = ω} then it follows:

Definition 4 .1 .2 .  The variable X is a Markov Random Field with respect to a neighborhood

system {J,V} if:

Prob {X= ω} > 0 for all ω ∈  Ù

Prob {Xf = xf / Xr = xr, r ≠ f} = Prob {Xf = xf / Xr = xr, r ∈   V(α)f}

The definition of Markovian Fields by means of conditional probabilities has been first proposed by

Dobrushin [10]. In our approach, the MRF expresses the local interaction between fragments (fj),

j∈ [1..k] with respect to the user thematic query τ. In other words, for a fixed query τ, and a fixed

fragment fp, when one knows the matching degree of this query on all fragments of the fund except

the fragment fp, then the information about the matching degree of the fragment with the thematic

query depends only on fragments which are neighbors to fragment fp. Formally, this can be stated as:

Pr ob {Xf p
(τ) = xf p

 /  Xf q
(τ) = (xf q

)q≠p} =

Pr ob {Xf p
(τ) = xf p

 /  Xf r
(τ) = (xf r

) ;  f r ∈ Vα (f p ) } .

We consider that there is a spatial interaction between fragments with repect to two different types of

slow variables which are: the number of queries / answers between the user and the system and the

pertinency threshold ζ (slower variable) assigned to each unif in the system.
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Definition 4.1.3. A configuration ω =  (xf
1
(τ,ζ),xf

2
(τ,ζ),...,xf

k
(τ,ζ))  of the system is a set of

k realizations (k is the number of fragments in the corpus) of the MRF X.

The contribution of Hammersley-Clifford enables us to consider and have a vision of a quantitative

state of all fragments simultaneously (joint probability) but not only separately [Besag, 1974].

Besides, this state can be seen as a state of particles in statistical mechanics environment. The

following equivalence theorem allowing this passage can be formulated as:

Theorem 4 .1 .4 .  [Hammersley-Clifford] The random variable X is a Markov Random Field with

respect to a neighborhood system {J ,V} if and only if Prob(ω) = Prob{X = ω} is a Gibbs

distribution with respect to the same neighborhood {J,V}.

Proof.  See [Kindermann et al., 1980].

4.2. Why an MRF approach?

The hypotheses of using the concept of a Markovian Field in describing the group of similar

fragments with respect to a flow of thematic queries in a knowledge fund originates from the

inadequacy of most classical information retrieval methods [Ellis, 1990] to take into account the

dynamicity involved in the local interaction that must go on between an information base and requests

from users. The problem is even more evident in a thematic analysis that calls upon a constant

interaction between the queries and the textual corpus. As outlined at the begining, in the classical

models the clustering imposed or discovered on the textual fund is stable and does not change with

respect to the inquiry. The thematic queries may be change but the configuration of the information  in

the knowledge fund does not. This is a major problem for thematic inquiries, a theme is not explored

by only receiving a fixed set of answers to a single query but to a set of queries that themselves are

modified throughout the process which in turn modifies the vision of the information in the

knowedge fund. This implies a strong dynamicity between the knowledge fund and the queries. The

MAFKE hypotheses models this process. It allows to describe the influence a thematic query may

have on the configuration of the information in the knowledge fund.  Technically, this is done by

identifying how the neighborhood relations among fragments are influenced with respect to a flow of

thematic queries. A series of queries may regroup or separate the fragments differently. This latter

move provides a change in the neighborhood configurations (hyperedge) oganization. Hence, the

configuration of groups of fragments are in constant change due to the introduction of the thematic

queries. Besides, we shall see in the complete version of this article that the theory of Markov
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Random Field uses the notion of energy assigned to a configuration of the system. Instead of using

probabilities that are unknown, one has to use potentiel functions [Dobrushin et al., 1993] derived

from energy which is easier. Here, we consider only the pair potentials which are translation invariant

isotropic. We are experimenting some of them (Morse, etc.) having the following property: two

fragments can meet together by a user query.

5. The knowledge extraction degradation

Our aim here is to provide a mathematical model capable to simulate the dynamics of the query

configuration of the informations in the fund. In fact, if we translate this dynamicity into energy

terms, one could see the knowledge fund through the interaction of the flow of queries and the

modification of neighborhood configurations arrive at a stable state (as the majority of the gradient

dynamics). At this attractor state, modification of configuration become less and less possible. We

say then that the energy in the knowledge fund is at a low level of degradation  (low energy state).

The knowledge interaction system depends at least on the accuracy of the unknown threshold ξ
associated to the functions f3, the set of asynchronous queries and the analytical structure of the

morpho-syntactic distance I. For example, the distance I between a query and an unif can be

corrupted by morphological and syntactic ambiguities assigned to them (different trees parsing, etc.),

[Bouchaffra et al., 1993, 1994]. The distance I, the query τ and ζ are involved in the definition of

the Markov Random Field X. However, their roles with respect to the system can be divided into two

classes: The class of the internal variables (fast variables) and the class of exterior variables (slow

variables) to the system. Besides, an other parameter which is inherent to the query structural nature

is the degree of relevance of queries emanated from the user with respect to the theme investigated:

this can be considered as: the competence level of the user with respect to the theme explored. Before

the user begins his inquiry, the interaction of the knowledge extraction system is considered as

degraded because there is no specific available knowledge that can be extracted at this time. Hence,

one can decompose this degradation into the following manner:

Total degradation = system degradation ⊗  user degradation,

where '⊗ ' is an invertible operator as '+' or 'x' etc.  

Remark 5 .1 .  The matching degree of fragments by a flow of thematic queries is not necessarily

uniform in the whole knowledge fund, it very often depends on the theme encountered. It can be

weighted equally with the average of the nearest neighbor fragments.
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This remark obliges us to consider a weight function W which remains constant in a neighborhood

configuration of fragments. Hence, for a fixed ζi and a fixed inquiry τ j, one can express analytically

the nonlinear degradation modeling of the representation of the knowledge fund B as:

Degζi (τj) = ψ (W(Xζi (τj))) ⊗  Nζi (τj),

where ψ(.) is a nonlinear invertible function as (x ---> ln(x) or x---> sqrt(x)).

Analytically, this can be written as:

dτ
j
 , B

ζ
i = ψ w τ j ,  fragment v .  x τ j ,  fragment v

ζ i

v

∑













 ⊗  nτ j ,  B

ζ i     ∀ j ,

where w is defined as:

wτ
j
 , fragment u = wτ

j
 , fragment v  if  fragment v ∈ Vα (fragment u) .

We also decompose the user degradation with respect to the neighborhood configurations as

following:

nτ
j
,Β

ζ
i = λNbC

k
k
∑ .nτ

j
,NbC

k

ζ
i   ,

where NbC stands for a neighborhood configuration, the random noise nτ
j
,NbC

k

ζ
i represents the

random flow of queries emanated from the user, it is supposed to be Gaussian with mean µ and

variance σ2. The parameters λNbC
k

are weight coefficients associated to each neighborhood

configuration.

Remark 5.2. For each couple (ζi,τj) we have a specific degradation, the MAFKE machine transists

from a degradation state to another.

6. The answers from the machine

When an investigator submits a query τ to the machine assigned to a certain thershold ζ , different

values of the Markovian field xf,τ (NBIT) of fragments are computed. We then have a configuration

ω = X(NBIT) = (xf1,τ(NBIT), xf2,τ(NBIT) ,..., xfk,τ(NBIT)) of all fragments in the fund with

respect to the query τ and the threshold ζ . We selects fragments as answers to the investigator by

considering the local characteristics of the conditional Gibssian distribution. In other words, we
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choose un certain number of fragments from the conditional distribution of X given the observed

values xf,τ(NBIT) of the neighboring fragments xs,τ(NBIT-1) where s∈  V(α)f. Given an initial

configuration of the fund X(0), we thus obtain a series (X(NBIT)) (NBIT ∈  A (subset) c IN

(natural numbers)) of configurations which evolves due to the interaction change between queries and

the knowledge fund that converges to a certain limit state which does not depend on X(0). The

description of the algorithm supporting this answers process is  similar to the well known "Gibbs

Sampler".

7. The optimal (Bayesian) configuration

Our aim is to determine an optimal configuration ω∗ =  (x̂f
1
, x̂f

2
,..., x̂f

k
) and an optimal

threshold ζ∗  with respect to a flow of thematic queries. Formally, the problem can be written as4 :

Max
ζ,ω

Pr ob (Xζ = ω / dζ ){ } ⇔ Min
ζ,ω

Ep
ζ (ω){ }  ,

where " Ep
ζ " stands for posterior energy function which depends on the degradation dζ.

This probability is a Gibbs distribution and the problem is transformed into the research of a

configuration ω∗  and a threshold ζ∗  at a minimal energy state. By decreasing the temperature

parameter T depending on two slow variables which are the threshold ζ and the index query τ, we

reach configuration states (fast variables) of lower energy. The temperature parameter T is a nonlinear

function converging to zero when the number of iterations increase. In order to avoid local minima,

we tolerate with a certain probability higher energy states: it is the simulated annealing algorithm

[Kirkpatrick et al., 1982] that we apply.

8. Conclusion

As outlined above, thematic analysis is a special knowledge extraction process. It is not a retrieval

of document pertinent to a query but a heuristic exploration of a theme in a corpus of which one

ignore the contents. The model we have proposed in this paper allows a user to explore in an

intelligent way a textual corpus. An inquirer, that has a theme to be explored, will start by a single

natural language question. This question will be matched to the transformed corpus but in an unusual

manner. Because of the Markovian Field property, it will affect the configuration of the information

                                                
4 The equivalence between these two optimisation problems is due to the posterior Hammersely Clifford theorem and it
 is shown in the complete version of this paper.
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in the knowledge fund and find a first type of answers (fragments) accordingly. The answer will in

turn influence the inquirer that will reformulate his query. This process will go on until no more

transformation of the query or the configuration of the database is attained. That is, no more

significant modification of the clusters and of the query is possible. As a result, the inquirer will have

in hand a whole set of answers from which he will build his own interpretation of the theme he had

originally in mind. We believed that this model can help structuring the technical problem of

knoweldge extraction from text. Indeed, because a text cannot be read before it is processed, it is

difficult to build in the extraction machine the encyclopaedic knowledge specific to the text under

scrutiny. This means that knowedge extraction is dependent on the dynamic interaction that will take

place between the queries and the knowledge fund itself. This interaction is ideosyncratic to a user .
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